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Abstract
For the discrete-time dissipative competitive dynamical system on Rnþ; it is proved
that, generically, there is a unique ðn  1Þ-dim invariant carrying simplex attracting
all nontrivial orbits, which solved the conjecture raised by H.L. Smith in 1986.
r 2002 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In [6], Smith considered n competing species represented by a periodic
system of differential equations:
’xi ¼ xifiðt; xÞ; xiX0; 1pipn;
x ¼ ðx1; x2;y; xnÞ; ð1Þ
and for which
ðIÞ
@
@xj
ðxifiðt; xÞÞ ¼ xi
@fi
@xj
ðt; xÞp0
for 1piajpn; ðt; xÞAR C; where C ¼ fxARn: xiX0 for all ig: f ¼
ðf1; f2;y; fnÞ is periodic in t of normalized period 2p and continuous,
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together with its ﬁrst and second derivatives with respect to x; for ðt; xÞAR
U ; where U is an open subset of Rn containing C:
Smith studied the discrete-time dynamical system generated by the
Poincare´ map deﬁned by T : xð0Þ/xð2pÞ satisfying the following hypoth-
eses which are induced from the point of view of application:
(H1) T is an injective, C2 diffeomorphism onto TðUÞ:
(H2) For each nonempty IDN ¼ f1; 2;y; ng; the sets A ¼ HI ; HþI and
’H
þ
I have the property that TðAÞDA and T
1ðAÞDA; where HI ¼
fxARn: xj ¼ 0 for jeIg; HþI ¼ C-HI and ’H
þ
I ¼ fxAH
þ
I : xi > 0 for iAIg:
(H3) For each nonempty subset IDN and xA ’H
þ
I ; DðT jHI ÞðxÞ
1 ¼
DTðxÞ1I b0:
(H4) If xAC and y ¼ Tx; then ½0; yCT ½0; x: (Followed by Smith, we call
the map T ; which satisﬁes (H1)–(H4), a competitive map.)
(H5) For each iAN; T jHfig has a unique ﬁxed point ui > 0 and
0od=dxiðT jHfig ÞðuiÞo1: Hence ui attracts all orbits with nontrivial initial
conditions in Hfig:
(H6) If x is a nontrivial p-periodic point of T and IDN is such that
xA ’H
þ
I ; then mI ;pðxÞo1; where mI ;pðxÞ is the smallest positive eigenvalue of
the mapping DðT jHI Þ
pðxÞ:
Under the hypotheses (H1)–(H6), he discussed the discrete dynamics of
the competitive map T and, essentially, obtained a compact fundamental
attractor G and came very close to concluding that the o-limit set of every
nontrivial orbit lies on a certain lower dimensional invariant manifold (also
called carrying simplex) which is homeomorphic to a standard ðn  1Þ-
simplex and contains all periodic orbits. More precisely, continuing to use
the notations in [6], let Bð0Þ be the basin of repulsion of 0 and S be the
boundary of Bð0Þ relative to C; let G be the compact global attractor of T
and M be the boundary of G relative to C: Then all the nontrivial ﬁxed
points and periodic points lie on S-M: The sets S and M have very similar
properties, both being totally invariant, unordered and homeomorphic to
the standard ðn  1Þ-simplex. Furthermore, he conjectured that, generically,
these two sets, S and M ; are same. He also pointed out that it would be very
nice to have sufficient conditions for omega limit-set oðxÞCS for all nontrivial
x in C and asked whether the unstable manifold of an unstable periodic point
must lie on S: These are the results which are exactly wanted to conclude
in [6]. In this paper, we shall solve this conjecture and the related
questions.
Now, we introduce the hypothesis
(H7) For each nonempty subset IDN and x; yA ’H
þ
I ; if 0oTixoTiy for all
iAI ; then Tix
Tiy
Xxi
yi
for all iAI :
We shall show in this paper that this restriction is sufﬁcient to conclude
that S ¼ M : That is
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Theorem 1.1. Let T : C-C be the competitive map satisfying the hypotheses
(H1)–(H7). Then we have the following conclusions:
(a) S ¼ M:
(b) oðxÞCS ¼ M for every xAC\f0g:
(c) Given any unstable m-cycle OðpÞ in C; W uðOðpÞÞCS; where W uðOðpÞÞ
is the unstable manifold of OðpÞ in C:
A simple example of an n-dimensional competitive map to which the
foregoing theorem applies is given by
Tðx1; x2;y; xnÞ ¼
2x1
1þ a1x1
;
2x2
1þ a2x2
;y;
2xn
1þ anxn
 
;
aiðxÞ ¼ 1þ
1
2
arctan
X
jai
xj
 !
; i ¼ 1; 2;y; n:
It is a straightforward calculation to check that DTðxÞ1b0 for xb0 and
det DTðxÞ > 0: Furthermore, the hypotheses (H1)–(H7) hold. Then we can
apply Theorem 1.1 to obtain the corresponding results.
Furthermore, we will apply Theorem 1.1 to the periodic competitive
Kolmogorov ODEs system (1) and obtain the very satisfactory results. We
will also show that the hypothesis (H7) is generically satisﬁed by the
Poincare´ map generated by (1). All of this application will be discussed in
the ﬁnal section of this paper.
In [11], the present authors extended to time-periodic Kolmogorov
systems a well-known result of Hirsch (see [3, Theorem 1.1]) for
autonomous systems under the following hypotheses:
Dissipation. There is a compact totally invariant set G (i.e., TG ¼ G),
called the fundamental attractor, which uniformly attracts each compact set
of the initial values.
Competition. T is competitive in C; i.e., if x; yAC and TxoTy; then xoy:
Strong competition. For each |aIDN; T is strongly competitive in the
interior ’H
þ
I of H
þ
I ; i.e., if xAH
þ
I ; yA ’H
þ
I and TxoI Ty; then x5I y; where
oI ; ð5I Þ is the order in HþI deﬁned in the next section.
It follows from Smith’s result in [6] that the hypotheses (H1)–(H5) imply
Dissipation, Competition and Strong competition. Therefore, many of the
important ideas and methods used in [11] can be applied to obtain the
afﬁrmative answer to the conjecture and the related questions. In addition to
these, the invariant d-hypersurface, upper(lower) limit set and many other
tools, introduced by Taka´cˇ in [7,8] and used in our earlier work [10] on
discrete-time competitive dynamical systems are very important to our
approach. These theories together with the results of Hess and Pola´cˇik [2]
allow us to obtain the following Theorem 1.2 which is very crucial to prove
the conjecture and the related questions.
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Let C0 be the interior of C and p be an m-periodic point and OðpÞ ¼
fp0; p1;y; pm1g; Tipj ¼ pðiþjÞ mod m and p0 ¼ p: Frequently, OðpÞ is called a
cycle or an m-cycle. A point z is in the lower boundary @S of a set SCR
n
provided there is a sequence fyng in S converging to z with ynbz; but no
sequence fxng in S converging to z with xn5z: Then, for iAf0; 1;y; m  1g;
we deﬁne as in [11]:
MðpiÞ ¼ fxAC : Tnmx-pi as n-þNg;
MðpiÞ ¼ fxAMðpiÞ : Tnmx5pi for sufficiently large nANg;
VðpiÞ ¼ @ðMðpiÞÞ
and
MðOðpÞÞ ¼
[m1
i¼0
MðpiÞ;
VðOðpÞÞ ¼
[m1
i¼0
VðpiÞ:
We have
Theorem 1.2. Let T : C-C be the competitive map satisfying hypotheses of
Dissipation, Competition and Strong competition. Given xAC0-G; L is the o-
or a-limit set of x: Assume that L is not a cycle and L-C0a|: Then precisely
one of the following two alternatives holds:
(a) L-C0CM; where M is the boundary of G relative to C;
(b) there exists some positive m-periodic point q such that
L-C0CVðOðqÞÞ:
As we will see later, Theorem 1.2 plays a very crucial role on proving that
S ¼ M: Furthermore, when the orbit of xAC0 is persistent, that is,
oðxÞCC0; then Theorem 1.2 is exactly the Proposition 3.5 in [11], which is
the most essential proposition in [11] to obtain the following result: there is a
canonically defined countable family of unordered, disjoint invariant sets which
attract all persistent trajectories whose o-limit sets are not cycles. This result
exactly generalizes Hirsch’s famous result (cf. [3, Theorem 1.1]) to the time-
periodic competitive systems. An examination of the proofs of Proposition
3.5 in [11] suggests that they strongly depend on the assumption that
oðxÞCC0: Therefore, in [11], we can deﬁne oðxÞþ ¼ fyAC: yXz for some
zAoðxÞg and obtain the set oðxÞþ-GCC0; which is order-convex and
compact. Recall that T is strongly competitive in C0 (therefore in
oðxÞþ-G), we can apply Teresˇcˇa´k’s result (cf. [9]) to obtain the Proposition
3.5 in [11]. Unfortunately, in our Theorem 1.2, the assumption that
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oðxÞCC0 does not hold. We cannot use the method in the proof of
Proposition 3.5 in [11]. The reason is that the strongly competitive condition
is an open condition which fails on the boundary of C and the limit set of a
point xAC0 may belong to the boundary or may intersect the boundary.
Therefore, it is very difﬁcult to prove Theorem 1.2 and we need new
methods to solve this problem. Hence, one of the main work in this paper is
to prove Theorem 1.2.
Inspired by the main results in [3,11], we can also obtain
Corollary 1.3. Assume that the hypotheses ðH1Þ–ðH7Þ hold. Given xAC0\M ;
then there is some yAM; such that jTnx  Tnyj-0 as n-þN; and either
Tnx5Tny or TnxbTny for all nAN: Furthermore, the case that xA ’H
þ
I \M is
similar.
In the recent paper [13], Liang and Jiang discussed the topological
entropy, nonwandering sets and chaos for the strongly monotone and
competitive systems. For the strongly competitive discrete-time dynamical
systems, they have proved that the topological entropy is equal to the
supremum of the topological entropy on invariant and unordered
submanifolds with codimension one. The following Corollary 1.4 gives a
more explicit topological entropy formula for the mapping satisfying the
hypotheses (H1)–(H7). The proof of Corollary 1.4 is a direct result of
Theorem 1.1 in this paper, Theorem 4.3 in [11] and Corollary 2.4 in [14].
Denote by hðTÞ the topological entropy of T on the metric space C: For
any compact invariant subset K of C; denote by hðT jK Þ the topological
entropy of T restricted to K : We have
Corollary 1.4. Let T : C-C be the competitive map satisfying the hypotheses
ðH1Þ–ðH7Þ: Then we have hðTÞ ¼ hðT jSÞ: Furthermore, the dynamical system
ðC; TÞ is Li–York chaotic if hðTÞ > 0:
We proceed as follows. In Section 2, we agree on some notations and state
some known results which will be important to our proofs. In Section 3, we ﬁrst
prove Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.3. In Section 4, we focus on the proof of
Theorem 1.2. In the ﬁnal section, attention is restricted to the periodic
competitive Kolmogorov system (1) to which Theorem 1.1 can be applied.
2. Notations and preliminary results
Given |aICN ; let HI ¼ fxAR
n: xj ¼ 0 for jeIg: For two vectors
x; yAHI ; we write xpI y if xipyi for all iAI ; and x5I y if xioyi for all
iAI : If xpI y but xay we write xoI y (the subscript onp;o;5 is dropped
if I ¼ N). Let C ¼ fxARn: xX0g be the usual nonnegative cone. The
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interior of C is the open cone C0 ¼ fxARn: xb0g and the boundary of C is
@C: We also let HþI ¼ C-HI and ’H
þ
I ¼ fxAH
þ
I : xi > 0 for iAIg: For sets
A; B we write A%ð!;!!ÞB if given any aAA; there exists some bAB such
that apðo;5Þb and given any yAB there is some xAA such that
xpðo;5Þy: Related notations such as xXy; AkB; etc., have the natural
meanings. For any points x5y in Rn we deﬁne the open order interval ½½x; y ¼
fzARn : x5z5yg and the closed order interval ½x; y ¼ fzARn: xpzpyg: A
set in Rn is order convex if it contains the order closed intervals deﬁned by each
pair of its elements. A point z is in the lower boundary @S of a set SCR
n
provided there is a sequence fyng in S converging to z with ynbz (denoted by
yn k z), but no sequence fxng in S converging to z with xn5z (denoted by
xn m z). The upper boundary @þS is deﬁned analogously. If A is a subset of
topological space X ; %A denotes the closure of A in X : The boundary of A
relative to X is denoted by @X A; or @A if X ¼ C:
Let xAC: Then either there exists some NAN such that TnxATC for
0pnpN but TðNþ1ÞxeTC; or TnxATC for any nAN: In the ﬁrst case, we
call that such an x does not have a full backward orbit. The orbit of any
xAC in C is deﬁned by OðxÞ ¼ fTmx: TmxX0 and mAZg; where Z denotes
the set of integers. The o-limit set of x is deﬁned by oðxÞ ¼
fyAC : Tnk x-yðk-NÞ for some sequence nk-þN in Zg and the a-
limit set of x by aðxÞ ¼ fyAC : Tnk x-yðk-NÞ for some sequence nk-þ
N in Zg: Note that if OðxÞ is compact in C; then o-limit set of x is
nonempty and totally invariant. Furthermore, the a-limit set of x is
nonempty and totally invariant provided x has a full backward orbit and
OðxÞ is compact in C:
The point p is called a (k-) periodic point of T if Tkp ¼ p and Tlpap for
0olok: We call OðpÞ a cycle, or a k-cycle. If Tp ¼ p; then we say p is a fixed
point. Given a k-cycle OðpÞ; we denote l1ðpÞ ¼ rðDTkðpÞÞ; where
rðDTkðpÞÞ is the spectral radius of linear mapping DTkðpÞ: If l1ðpÞp1;
we call OðpÞ is a linearly stable cycle of T1:
From the hypotheses (H1)–(H4), we can obtain some properties of the
map T :
Proposition 2.1. If x; yAC and TxoTy; then xoy:
Proposition 2.2. If x1; x2AC and Tx1 ¼ y1; Tx2 ¼ y2 with y1oy2; then
½y1; y2DT ½x1; x2:
These two propositions can be found in [6]. If these two properties hold,
then we call such a map T competitive followed by Smith. Furthermore, we
call T strongly competitive if TxoTy then x5y: Obviously, T is (strongly)
competitive if and only if T1 is (strongly) monotone. It is easy to see that if
T is strongly competitive, then we can obtain that T has the following
Property (S): if Tx5Ty then x5y:
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Before ending this section, we shall state several known results which will
be important in the proof of the main result.
Proposition 2.3 (Non-ordering of Limit-sets). Any o- or a-limit set of xAC0
cannot contain two points related by o:
Proposition 2.4 (Wang and Jiang). Let X be a strongly ordered metrizable
topological space and T :X-X be a competitive map satisfying ðSÞ: Assume
that G is a nonempty, unordered with respect to 5; totally invariant subset of
X : Then there exists an invariant order decomposition ðY ; ZÞ of X such that
GCH ¼ Y-Z:
Proposition 2.3 can be found in [6] and Proposition 2.4 is adapted from
[10]. The deﬁnition of invariant order decomposition can also be found in
[7,8].
3. Proof of Theorem 1.1
In this section, we always assume that hypotheses (H1)–(H7) hold. As we
mentioned earlier, hypotheses (H1)–(H5) imply the hypotheses of Dissipa-
tion, Competition, and Strong competition in ’H
þ
I : Therefore, the assump-
tion of Theorem 1.2 always holds. We shall prove Theorem 1.1, i.e., Smith’s
conjecture and its related questions, under the assumption that Theorem 1.2
holds.
First noticing that we have obtained the fundamental attractor G of T is
the fundamental repellor of T1: In terms of T1; G is characterized as the
set of points with bounded orbits, while xAC\G if and only if either x does
not have a full backward orbit, or jTnxj-þN as n-þN: Therefore, it
is easy to see that G is order convex. Furthermore, given any xAG; aðxÞ is
nonempty and totally invariant. Recall that S is the boundary of Bð0Þ
relative to C and M is the boundary of G relative to C: Now we have the
following important lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Let T : C-C be the competitive map satisfying hypotheses
(H1)–(H6). Suppose that S-@C ¼ M-@C: Then given any 05x5y
satisfying xAS and yAM ; we have aðxÞ ¼ aðyÞ:
Proof. Given any 05x5y satisfying xAS and yAM ; then either
(i) aðxÞ-C0 ¼ |; or else
(ii) aðxÞ-C0a|:
Suppose that (i) holds. Then aðxÞC@C: It follows from the total
invariance of S that aðxÞCS: Therefore, aðxÞCS-@C ¼ M-@C: Note that
yAM ; this implies that aðyÞCM : Suppose that aðxÞaaðyÞ: Then we choose
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some uAaðxÞ\aðyÞ: By the fact that aðxÞ%aðyÞ; there exists some vAaðyÞ such
that uov: Note that u; vAM; contradicting that M is unordered with respect
to ‘‘o’’. Thus aðxÞ ¼ aðyÞ:
Suppose that (ii) holds. Since aðxÞ%aðyÞ; we obtain that aðyÞ-C0a|:
Now we claim that aðxÞ-C0 ¼ aðyÞ-C0: Suppose not, then we can choose
some zAðaðxÞ-C0Þ\aðyÞ: Hence there is a sequence fnkg such that Tnk x-z:
Without loss of generality, we assume that Tnk y-w: Then zow: If aðxÞ is a
cycle, then, by Theorem 3.10 in [6], we have zAaðxÞCM: Then M contains
two related points z and w; a contradiction. If aðxÞ is not a cycle, then, by
Theorem 1.2, we have aðxÞ-C0CVðOðqÞÞ for some positive m-periodic
point q; or aðxÞ-C0CM : Suppose that aðxÞ-C0CVðOðqÞÞ holds. Then
MðOðqÞÞ is nonempty. Hence, by Perron–Frobenius theory, we have
mn;mðqÞX1; which contradicts the hypothesis (H6). Therefore, we obtain that
aðxÞ-C0CM : Now, M contains two related points z and w; a contra-
diction. Thus we have proved the claim.
Now we can prove that aðxÞ ¼ aðyÞ: Suppose not, by the claim, we have
aðxÞ-@CaaðyÞ-@C: Then there exist some zAaðxÞ-@C and wAaðyÞ-@C
such that zow: Let I ¼ fi: wi > 0g: Then it follows that zAHþI and wA ’H
þ
I :
By strongly competitive property, we have T1z5I T1w: Then we can
assume that z5I w without loss of generality. Since wAaðyÞ and yb0; we
choose some k0AN such that z5Tk0y: By the monotonicity of T1; we
have Tnz5Tnk0y for all nX0: Now we choose some sequence nk-þN
such that Tnkk0y-w0AaðyÞ-C0: By the claim, we obtain w0AaðxÞ-C0:
Furthermore, we can also assume that Tnk z-z0AaðzÞCaðxÞ-@C: It is easy
to see that z0ow0; which contradicts Proposition 2.3. We have completed the
proof. &
Now we can prove Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. The proof goes by induction on n: If n ¼ 1; then G is
an interval ½0; ui where ui is some ﬁxed point of T in some axis, which is
induced from hypothesis (H5). The last sentence of the theorem is trivial.
From now on we assume n > 1: The induction hypothesis is that Theorem
1.1 holds for systems in Rm if mon:
Given any |aI JN ; the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 are inherited by the
restriction of the system to HþI : Therefore, by the induction hypothesis we
conclude that S-HþI ¼ M-HþI and every trajectory in HþI \f0g is attracted
to S-HþI ¼ M-HþI : Therefore, one can see that S-@C ¼ M-@C:
Now we shall prove S ¼ M : It sufﬁces to prove that S-C0 ¼ M-C0:
Note that every ray from the origin through a point of C0 meets S and M in
points x and y; then it sufﬁces to prove x ¼ y: Suppose that for some ray
xay: Then 05x5y and both x and y are in G: Then it follows from Lemma
3.1 that aðxÞ ¼ aðyÞ: Let Q ¼ aðxÞ ¼ aðyÞ: Since 0eQ; we can choose some
wAQ such that 0ow: Then there exists some sequence nk-þN such that
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Tnk x-w and Tnk y-w as nk-þN: Since 0ow; we can choose some
i0AN such that wi0 > 0: Thus T
nk
i0
x-wi0 and T
nk
i0
y-wi0 : Hence
Tnki0 x
Tnki0 y
-1 as nk-þN: ð2Þ
On the other hand, by the monotonicity of T1; we have 05Tnx5Tny
for all nX0: Let
vðnÞ ¼
Tnx
Tny
ðnX0Þ; ð3Þ
then it follows from (H7) that vðnÞ is a decreasing sequence. Assume that
vðnÞ-l ¼ ðl1; l2;y; lnÞ as n-þN; then 0plio1 for all i: Thus for the
ﬁxed i0 in (2), we have vi0ðnÞ-li0o1: Hence, vi0 ðnkÞ-li0o1 as nk-þN;
which contradicts (2). Thus we have completed the proof that S ¼ M :
The statement (b) is obvious by Smith’s result in [6]. Now given any
unstable m-cycle OðpÞ in C0; let xAW uðOðpÞÞ; then aðxÞ ¼ OðpÞ: We claim
that xAS ¼ M: Suppose not, then either xABð0Þ; or else xAC\G: In any
case, aðxÞaOðpÞ; a contradiction. Therefore, W uðOðpÞÞCS ¼ M : We have
completed the proof. &
Proof of Corollary 1.3. Given any xAC0\M: By the hypothesis (H2),
Tnxb0 for all nX0: Therefore, every ray from the origin through Tnx meets
M in points zn: Without loss of generality, we assume that zn05T
n0x for
some n0AN: We claim that zn5Tnx for all nX0: Suppose not, there is some
n1AN such that zn1bT
n1x: Let G0 be the interior of G relative to C: Then
Tn1xAG0; which implies that OðxÞ ¼ OðTn1xÞCG0: Hence Tn0xAG0; thus
znoAG
0; a contradiction. We have proved the claim.
Now, given any nX0; we deﬁne SþðTnxÞ ¼ fyAM: ypTnxg which is a
nonempty, compact subset of M : It is easy to see that
SþðTn1þn2xÞCTn1 ðSþðTn2xÞÞ by (H4). Let Ln ¼ TnðSþðTnxÞÞ; then we have
that Ln is compact and Lnþ1CLn for all nAN: Moreover, let L ¼
TN
n¼0 Ln:
Then LCM is a nonempty set and TnLCSþðTnxÞ for all nX0:
Fix yAL: Then TnypTnx for all nX0: Since xeM ; TnyoTnx for all
nX0: Then, by the fact that T is strongly competitive in C0; Tny5Tnx for
all nX0: Suppose that jTny  TnxjQ0: Then we can choose a subsequence
fnig such that Tni x-aAoðxÞCM and Tni y-bAM and aob; which
contradicts that M is unordered with respect to o: This completes the
proof. &
4. Proof of Theorem 1.2
Hereafter, we always assume that all hypotheses of Theorem 1.2 are
satisﬁed. Now we start with the following lemma.
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Let G0 ¼ G\@G be the interior of G relative to C:
Lemma 4.1. Let xAL-C0: Suppose that xAG0: Then there exists some
z1AG; z1bx such that aðzÞax for zA½½x; z1:
Proof. Given xAG0; then there exists some z1bx such that z1AG: Since G is
order-convex, ½x; z1CG: Suppose that there exists some zA½½x; z1 such that
aðzÞ ¼ x: Then, by Perron–Frobenius theory, we can assume that T1z5z
without loss of generality. Deﬁne N ¼ fwAL: wpzg: Obviously, Na|: We
claim that N\fxga|: If this is not the case, then N ¼ fxg; which is a ﬁxed
point. Recall that L is not a cycle, then L\fxga|: Therefore, it follows from
x5z and the deﬁnition of N that N ¼ fxg is a proper, isolated and totally
invariant set of L: On the other hand, it is known that T jL is chain transitive
(see [4]) and this implies that L cannot have a proper, isolated and invariant
subset. Thus, we have induced a contradiction and obtained that N\fxga|:
Fix wAN\fxg: Since zAC0; by the strong monotonicity of T1 in C0; we can
assume that w5z: Noticing that wAL-G0 is a nonwandering point of T1;
hence there exist ni-þN and wi-w such that Tni wi-w as i-þN:
Then we choose wi5z for all sufﬁciently large i; which implies that
Tni wi5Tni z; let i tends to the inﬁnity, we obtain that wpx: Since
wAN\fxg; wox; which contradicts the nonordering of L: We have
completed the lemma. &
Lemma 4.2. Let all hypotheses of Lemma 4.1 be satisfied. Then there exist
two sequences fzng; fpngCG satisfying zn k x; pnAaðznÞ such that pn k p for
some pXx:
Proof. By Lemma 4.1, we obtain some z1AG such that aðzÞax for any
zA½½x; z1: Now we choose some sequence fzngC½½x; z1 such that zn k x:
Since xAL-C0 is a nonwandering point of T1; we can choose yk-x and
nk-þN such that Tnk yk-x as k-þN:
For z1bx; there exists some k0AN such that z1byk for any kXk0:
Therefore, we get Tnk z1bTnk yk by the monotonicity of T1: Choose a
sequence fn1kg of fnkg such that Tn1k z1-p1Aaðz1Þ: So p1Xx: For z2bx;
we can choose a subsequence fn2kg of fn1kg such that Tn2k z2-p2Aaðz2Þ
and p2Xp1Xx: Now applying the diagonal process, we obtain a sequence
fpkg satisfying p1Xp2X?XpkX?Xx and pkAaðzkÞ: Let p ¼ lim pk:
Obviously, pXx: This completes the proof. &
According to Lemma 4.2, we shall discuss the different cases
ðAÞ p ¼ x;
ðBÞ p > x
one by one.
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Before the discussion, we prefer to introduce some important deﬁnitions
which were ﬁrst used by Taka´cˇ [7] to study the o-stability of the discrete-
time strongly monotone dynamical systems.
We say that the mapping T is a-compact in a subset Y of C if OðxÞ is
relatively compact for each xAY ; and also
S
xAY aðxÞ is relatively compact
in C: Similarly, we can also deﬁne the o-compactness. Obviously, T is a-
and o-compact in G: Let xAG0-C0; we deﬁne the lower and upper a-limit
set of x
aðxÞ ¼
\
yAG
y5x
[
zAG
ypzox
aðzÞ
0
B@
1
CA and aþðxÞ ¼ \
yAG
ybx
[
zAG
xozpy
aðzÞ
0
B@
1
CA;
respectively. Observe that both aðxÞ and aþðxÞ are compact, totally
invariant and nonempty, since T is a-compact in G: Furthermore, it is also
easy to prove the following three properties:
(P1) yAaðxÞ if and only if there exist two sequence fzng and fyng
satisfying zn m x and ynAaðznÞ such that yn-y as n-þN: Similarly, for
yAaþðxÞ:
(P2) No two points of aðxÞðaþðxÞÞ are related by5; and no two points of
aðxÞ-C0ðaþðxÞ-C0Þ are related by o:
(P3) aðyÞ%aðxÞ%aðxÞ%aþðxÞ%aðzÞ for all y; zAG satisfying yoxoz:
We say that x is lower (upper) a-stable if aðxÞ ¼ aðxÞðaþðxÞ ¼ aðxÞ; resp.)
Otherwise x is lower (upper) a-unstable. The set of all lower (upper) a-stable
points is denoted bySðSþÞ: The set of all lower (upper) a-unstable points
is denoted by UðUþÞ: We also let S ¼S-Sþ and U ¼ U,Uþ:
Now we ﬁrst assume that case (A) holds, i.e., p ¼ x: Then, by Lemma 4.2,
we obtain that zn k x and pnAaðznÞ such that pn k x: It follows from Property
(P1) that xAaþðxÞ: Since aþðxÞ is totally invariant, aðxÞCaþðxÞ: We have
Lemma 4.3. Assume that case ðAÞ holds. Then aðxÞ ¼ aþðxÞ:
Proof. Suppose that aðxÞaaþðxÞ: Then we have either
ðiÞ aðxÞC@C or else ðiiÞ aðxÞ-C0a|:
Suppose that (i) holds. Noticing that xAaþðxÞ-C0a|; then we can ﬁnd
some yAðaþðxÞ-C0Þ\aðxÞ: Since aðxÞ%aþðxÞ; there is some wAaðxÞ such that
woy: Then T1w5T1y: Therefore, we obtain that T1wAaðxÞCaþðxÞ and
T1yAaþðxÞ; which contradicts Property (P2).
Suppose that (ii) holds. We claim that aðxÞ-C0aaþðxÞ-C0: Indeed, if
aðxÞ-C0 ¼ aþðxÞ-C0; then aðxÞ-@CaaþðxÞ-@C: Hence we choose some
yAðaþðxÞ-@CÞ\aðxÞ: Then there is zAaðxÞ such that zoy: Let I ¼ fi: yi >
0g: Then it follows from the strong competition of T in C0 that
T1z5I T1y: Without loss of generality, we still assume that z5I y: From
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Lemma 4.2, we obtain a sequence fzkg such that zk k x: Then, by (P3),
aþðxÞ%aðzkÞ: Thus we can ﬁnd wkAaðzkÞ such that z5I ypwk for all kX0:
For each k; since zkb0; there exists some n0ðkÞAN such that z5Tn0ðkÞzk:
Hence Tnz5Tnn0ðkÞzk for all nX0: By Lemma 4.2, pkAaðzkÞ; then we can
choose subsequence nj-þN such that Tnjn0ðkÞzk-pk as j-þN: We
can also assume that Tnj z-qk as j-þN: Therefore, qkppk; where
qkAaðzÞ for all kX0: It follows from the compactness of aðxÞ that we obtain
qAaðzÞ such that qpx: Since aðzÞCaðxÞ-@C and xb0; we have qox: Then,
T1q5T1x; where T1qAaðxÞ-@C and T1xAaþðxÞ-C0 ¼ aðxÞ-C0;
which contradicts Proposition 2.3. We have completed the claim.
Now choose some yAðaþðxÞ-C0Þ\aðxÞ: Since aðxÞ%aþðxÞ; we ﬁnd zAaðxÞ
such that zoy: Since yb0; T1z5T1y: Noticing aðxÞCaþðxÞ; we get
T1zAaþðxÞ; which contradicts (P2). Therefore, we have completed the
proof. &
From Lemma 4.3, we obtain that 05xAaðxÞ ¼ aþðxÞ: Now we choose a
simply ordered, compact arc JCC0-G0 with endpoints x and y satisfying
x5y: It is easy to see that we can choose y so close to x that precisely one of
the following three alternatives must occur:
ðAltaÞ aðxÞ ¼ aðyÞ;
ðAltbÞ aðxÞaaðyÞ and J\fxgDS;
ðAltcÞ aðxÞaaðyÞ and J\fxgJS:
From now on, we still treat each of these alternatives individually.
Proposition 4.4. Suppose that ðAltaÞ holds. Then x is a linearly stable periodic
point of T1:
Proof. Since xAaðxÞ ¼ aðyÞ and x5y; there is some kAN such that
Tky5y: Hence, by the monotonicity of T1; aðyÞ is a cycle. Thus, x is a
periodic point. It is obvious that x is linearly stable with respect to T1: &
Lemma 4.5. Suppose that ðAltbÞ holds. Then every strictly increasing
sequence in N contains a subsequence n1on2o? such that for every zAJ
we have
Tnk z-f as nk-þN for some f ¼ fðzÞ:
Furthermore, f : J-G is increasing (i.e., x1px2 implies fðx1Þpfðx2Þ) and
continuous. In particular, the image of f is either a simply ordered, closed arc
or else a singleton.
The proof of Lemma 4.5 can be adapted from Lemma 3.5 in [7].
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Proposition 4.6. Suppose that ðAltbÞ holds. Then x is a linearly stable periodic
point of T1:
Proof. First we assert that xeaðyÞ: If not, then xAaðyÞ: Hence aðxÞCaðyÞ:
By Proposition 2.3, we have aðxÞ ¼ aðyÞ; contradicting the assumption of
ðAltbÞ:
Note that xAaðxÞ; we can choose nk-þN such that Tnk x-x and
Tnk y-w as k-þN: Hence, xow: Since xAC0; we have T1x5T1w:
Then we can assume that x5w without loss of generality. By xAaðxÞ; we can
choose some kAN such that Tkxpw: Now, we deﬁne
P ¼ fzAJ: fx; Tkxg%w for some wAaðzÞg:
Obviously, Pa| ðyAPÞ: Let z0 ¼ inf P: Then there exists
fzngCJ; zn k z0AJ and fx; Tkxg%wn for some wnAaðznÞ: It follows from
the a-compactness of T in G we can assume that wn-w0 without loss of
generality. Then w0Aaþðz0Þ: Note that z0AJ; w0Aaþðz0Þ ¼ aðz0Þ and
fx; ; Tkxg%w0: ð4Þ
Then z0AP: From (4), we have either
ðaÞ x ¼ w0 or Tkx ¼ w0
or else
ðbÞ xow0 and Tkxow0:
Suppose that (a) holds. Then Tkxpx or TkxXx: Hence aðxÞ is a cycle.
Since xAaðxÞ; x is a periodic point.
Suppose that (b) holds. We claim that z0 ¼ x: If this is not the case, we
have z0bx: By (b), we obtain T1x5T1w0 and Tk1x5T1w0: Since
T1w0Aaðz0Þ; there exist nk-þN such that Tnk z0-T1w0 as nk-þN:
For this sequence fnkg; by Lemma 4.5, we can choose a subsequence, still
denoted by fnkg; such that Tnk z0-fðzÞ for all zAJ: Obviously, fðz0Þ ¼
T1w0: Noticing that f is continuous in J; then there is some z0AJ satisfying
z05z0 such that T1x5w0 and Tk1x5w0; where w0 ¼ fðz0ÞAaðz0Þ: Then
we have Tnx5Tnþ1w0 and Tknx5Tnþ1w0 for all nX1: Since xAaðxÞ;
we can choose a sequence fnlg such that Tnl x-x and Tnlþ1w0-w00Aaðz0Þ:
Therefore, xpw00; Tkxpw00 and w00Aaðz0Þ: Noticing z05z0; this contradicts
the minimal property of z0: Then we have proved the claim that z0 ¼ x:
Now, by (b), we have xow0 and Tkxow0 for some w0AaðxÞ: By
Proposition 2.3, we obtain that x ¼ w0 ¼ Tkx; which implies that x is a
periodic point.
Finally, we shall prove that x is a linearly stable k-periodic point with
respect to T1: Suppose not, then rðl1ðxÞÞ > 1: By the Theorem 3.9 in [6],
there exists a unique invariant curve yðtÞ satisfying yð0Þ ¼ x; yðt1Þ5yðt2Þ for
0pt1ot2: Since xAG0; yðtÞ is well deﬁned on ½0;þNÞ and limt-þN yðtÞ ¼ x2
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where Tkx2 ¼ x2 and Tmky-x2 as m-þN for all yA½x; x2\fxg: Then,
obviously, aðyÞ ¼ Oðx2Þ for all yA½x; x2\fxg: Thus
aþðxÞ ¼
\
yAG
ybx
[
zAG
xozpy
aðzÞ
0
B@
1
CA  Oðx2Þ:
On the other hand, aðxÞ ¼ OðxÞaOðx2Þ ¼ aþðxÞ; a contradiction to Lemma
4.3. We have completed the proof. &
Now, we will focus on the ðAltcÞ; i.e., aðxÞaaðyÞ and J\fxgJS:
Lemma 4.7. Given zAC0-G0: Suppose that aðzÞaaðzÞ and aðzÞ-C0a|:
Then aðzÞ-C0aaðzÞ-C0:
Proof. Suppose not, then we have aðzÞ-@CaaðzÞ-@C: Thus we choose
some yAðaðzÞ-@CÞ\aðzÞ: By (P3), there is some wAaðzÞ such that yow:
Since zb0; choose some nAN such that y5Tnz; hence Tmy5Tmnz for
all mX0: We ﬁnd a sequence mk-þN such that Tmk ðTnzÞ-
w0AaðzÞ-C0 ¼ aðzÞ-C0a| and Tmk y-y0AaðyÞCaðzÞ-@C: Then
y0ow0; thus T1y05T1w0; which contradicts Property (P2).
Lemma 4.8. Let zAJ\fxg and zAU: Then there exists some z˜AJ satisfying
z˜5z such that aðyÞ ¼ aðzÞ for all yAJ-½z˜; z: Furthermore, aðzÞ is a
linearly stable cycle of T1: A corresponding result holds for zAUþ:
Proof. By (P2), it follows from Proposition 2.4 that there exists an invariant
order decomposition ðA; BÞ of C such that aðzÞCH ¼ A-B: Since
aðzÞ%aðzÞ; aðzÞCB: We claim that zAInt B: Suppose that zAA: Then
aðzÞCA; which implies that aðzÞCH ¼ A-B: Note that 05xAaðxÞ%aðzÞ;
we have aðzÞ-C0a|: Since zAU; it follows from Lemma 4.7 that we can
ﬁnd some pAaðzÞ-C0 and qAaðzÞ-C0 such that 05poq: Then
T1p5T1q: Obviously, T1pAaðzÞCH ; T1qAaðzÞCH; which contra-
dicts the fact that H is unordered with respect to 5: Thus, we have proved
the claim.
Now zAInt B: Then we can choose z˜ so close to z that z˜AðJ-Int BÞ\fxg:
Then aðyÞCB for any yA½z˜; z: On the other hand, for such y; aðyÞ%aðzÞ by
(P3), then aðyÞCA: Hence, aðyÞCH ¼ A-B for all yA½z˜; z: Note that
05xAaðxÞ%aðyÞ for yA½z˜; z; then aðyÞ-C0a|: Since H is unordered, it is
easy to see that aðyÞ ¼ aðz˜Þ for all yA½z˜; z: Then aðzÞ ¼ aðz˜Þ: Therefore,
aðyÞ ¼ aðzÞ for all yA½z˜; z; which is exactly the ﬁrst statement of the
lemma.
Now we shall show that aðzÞ is a cycle. Since aðzÞ-C0a|; from Lemma
4.7, aðzÞ-C0aaðzÞ-C0: Note that xAaðxÞ%aðzÞ; we can choose some
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pAaðzÞ-C0 such that xpp: Let B ¼ fpAaðzÞ: pXxg and D ¼
fqAaðzÞ: qXxg: Obviously, B;Da|: Then either (i) BaD or else (ii) B ¼
D: Suppose that (i) holds. Then there is some pAaðzÞ\aðzÞ satisfying pXx:
Hence there is some qAaðzÞ such that
xppoq and aðpÞ-C0a|: ð5Þ
Suppose that (ii) holds. Then, by Lemma 4.7, there exist pAaðzÞ-C0\aðzÞ
and qAaðzÞ-C0 such that poq: We claim that aðpÞ-C0a|: If not,
aðpÞC@C: By the strong monotonicity of T1 in C0; T1p5T1q and we
can also choose some kAN such that T1p5Tkz; hence Tnp5Tnþ1kz
for all nX0: Choose a subsequence fnlg such that Tnlþ1kz-wAD ¼ B
and Tnl p-uAaðpÞCaðzÞ-@C as nl-þN: Then uow; and also
T1u5T1w; which contradicts Property (P2). Thus we also have obtained
(5) provided that (ii) holds.
Now, from (5) we deﬁne Y0 ¼ fyAC0: poyoqg: Obviously, Y0a|: Let
yAY0; then aðpÞ%aðyÞ%aðqÞ; aðpÞCaðzÞ and aðqÞCaðzÞ: By Proposition 2.4,
we can ﬁnd an invariant decomposition ðA; BÞ of C such that aðyÞCH ¼
A-B: Then
aðpÞCA and aðqÞCB: ð6Þ
We claim that zAInt B: Suppose that zAA: Then aðqÞCaðzÞCA: Thus
aðqÞCH ¼ A-B: Noticing that aðyÞ-C0a| (since, by (5), aðpÞ-C0a|),
then it is easy to see that aðyÞ ¼ aðqÞ by the nonordering of H: Therefore
aðyÞ ¼ aðqÞCaðzÞ: ð7Þ
Since 05poyoq; T1p5T1y5T1q: Now we choose some mAN such
that T1y5Tmz: Hence, by the continuity of T1; there exists some an5z
such that T1y5Tmw for all wA½an; z: Then aðyÞ%aðwÞ%aðzÞ for all
wA½an; z: By (7), we obtain that aðwÞ ¼ aðyÞ for all wA½an; z: By the
deﬁnition of aðzÞ; we have aðzÞ ¼ aðyÞCaðzÞ: But pAaðzÞ\aðzÞ; a
contradiction. We have proved the claim that zAInt B: Then, there is some
%z5z such that %zAB-J: Now, Let v ¼ maxfz˜; %zg; where z˜ is obtained in the
proof of the lemma’s ﬁrst statement. Then we have
aðuÞ ¼ aðzÞCB for any uA½v; z: ð8Þ
Since pAaðzÞ; aðpÞCaðzÞCB: By (6), we obtain aðpÞCH ¼ A-B: Thus
aðpÞ; aðyÞCH; aðpÞ%aðyÞ and aðpÞ-C0a|: Then we can prove that aðpÞ ¼
aðyÞ; which implies that
aðyÞCaðzÞ: ð9Þ
Since T1pAaðzÞ; by Property (P1), we choose vnAJ; vn m z and pnAaðvnÞ
such that pn-T
1p as n-þN: Then we can ﬁnd some k0AN such that
pk05T
1y and v5vk05z: We can also choose some m0AN such that
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Tm0vk05T
1y: Then, by (8),
aðzÞ ¼ aðvk0 Þ%aðyÞ: ð10Þ
It follows from (9) and (10) that aðyÞ ¼ aðzÞ: Noticing that pAaðzÞ;
then pAaðyÞ: Since poyoq; aðyÞ is a linearly stable periodic point of T1:
That is, aðzÞ is a linearly stable cycle of T1: We have completed the
proof. &
Proposition 4.9. Suppose that ðAltcÞ holds. Then x is a linearly stable periodic
point of T1:
Proof. In this alternative, there must exist znAJ-U such that zn k x:
Without loss of generality, we assume that znAU: By Lemma 4.8, we can
obtain ynAJ satisfying yn k x such that aðynÞ is a kn-cycle. We claim that for
any zAaðxÞ; there exist
qnAaðynÞ such that qn k z: ð11Þ
Indeed, we have aðxÞ%aðynÞ: Then for any zAaðxÞ; we choose qnAaðynÞ such
that zpqn: Furthermore, we can choose qn decreasing. Then we can assume
that qn k z˜AaþðxÞ ¼ aðxÞ: By the nonordering of aðxÞ; we have z ¼ z˜; thus
qn k z:
Furthermore, we assert that aðxÞ-@C ¼ |: Suppose not, there is some
|aI JN such that aðxÞ-HþI a|: Let K ¼ aðxÞ-HþI : Obviously, K is a
compact, totally invariant set. We deﬁne Kþ ¼ fyAG: yXz for some zAKg:
It is easy to see that Kþa| and Kþ is a positively invariant set of T1: Since
xAaðxÞ-C0; we have xeKþ: Choose zAK ; by (11), there exist qnAaðynÞ
such that qn k z: Then qnAKþ: Furthermore, OðqnÞCKþ for all nX0: On the
other hand, since xAaðxÞ; by (11), we obtain that q0nAaðynÞ ¼ OðqnÞ such
that q0n k x: Therefore, by the compactness of K
þ; we have xAKþ; a
contradiction. We have proved the assertion.
Now we obtain that aðxÞCC0 and aðxÞ ¼
T
kX1 ð
S
nXk OðqnÞÞ; where OðqnÞ
is a linearly stable kn-cycle of T
1 in C0: Since T is strongly competitive in
C0; it follows from the propositions, called localization and local
bifurcation, by Hess and Pola´cˇik in [2] that aðxÞ is a linearly stable k-cycle
of T1: Thus x is a k-periodic point with the property that
rðDTkðxÞÞp1: &
Proposition 4.10. Let all hypotheses of Lemma 4.1 be satisfied. Then case ðAÞ
cannot happen. That is, p > x in Lemma 4.2.
Proof. Suppose that p ¼ x in Lemma 4.2. Then, by Propositions 4.4, 4.6
and 4.9, we obtain that x is a positive and linearly stable k-periodic point of
T1 and aðxÞ ¼ OðxÞ: That is rðDTkðxÞÞp1: It follows from the Perron–
Frobenius theory or Proposition 3.5 in [5] that there is a neighborhoodV of
x such that for any yAV; either Tkny-x as n-þN or there is some
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n0X0 such that Tkn0y and Tkxð¼ xÞ are related by the order. Since L is
not a cycle, we obtain that ðV-LÞ\fxga|: Then for any yAðV-LÞ\fxg; by
the nonordering of L; we have Tkny-x as n-þN: Then xAV-L is a
proper attractor of Tk in L: On the other hand, it is known that L is a chain
transitive set of Tk (cf. [4]), a contradiction. We have completed the
proof. &
In the rest of this section, we will focus on case (B), i.e., p > x and prove
the main result of Theorem 1.2.
Proposition 4.11. Suppose that L-C0-G0a|: Then there exists some
positive periodic point p such that L-C0!!OðpÞ and L%OðpÞ:
Proof. Choose xAL-C0-G0: From Lemma 4.2 and Proposition 4.10, we
obtain that there exist two sequences fzng; fpng satisfying zn k x; pnAaðznÞ
such that pn k p and p > xb0: Then T1pbT1x: Hence, there is some
k0AN such that T1zk5T1p for all kXk0: Thus we get
T1zk5T
1poT1pk for all kXk0: ð12Þ
Since pkAaðzkÞ; aðzkÞ is a cycle and pk is a periodic point. Furthermore,
by (12), we obtain that aðzkÞ ¼ aðpÞ for all kXk0: Suppose that aðpÞ
is an m-cycle. Then pkðkXk0Þ is an m-periodic point, which implies
that p is also an m-periodic point and p ¼ pk for all kXk0: Thus we can
assume that
pbx and aðzkÞ ¼ OðpÞ for all kX0: ð13Þ
Since xAL-C0; without loss of generality, we can assume that L ¼ oðvÞ for
some vb0: Then there exist nk-þN such that Tnk v5p for nk sufﬁciently
large. Given any yAL: Then we can ﬁnd li-þN such that Tli v-y as
i-þN: For each li; we choose nkiAfnkg such that nkiXli and nki ¼
li þ lðliÞ; where lðliÞX0: Thus Tli v ¼ TlðliÞðTnki vÞ5TlðliÞp for i sufﬁciently
large. Furthermore, we have lðliÞ ¼ mtðliÞ þ ZðliÞ; where 0pZðliÞpm  1:
Then Tli v5TZðliÞðTmtðliÞpÞ ¼ TZðliÞp for i sufﬁciently large. Let i-þN; and
assume that ZðliÞ-jAf0; 1;y; m  1g; then ypTjp: Since x5p; peL: Then
yoTjp: Therefore, by the arbitrariness of y; we conclude that L%OðpÞ and
L-C0!!OðpÞ: &
Now from Lemma 4.2 and Proposition 4.11, we conclude that, for any
xAL-C0-G0; there exists some periodic point px such that
L-C0!!OðpxÞ and L%OðpxÞ:
We deﬁne F ¼ fpx: L%OðpxÞ and OðpxÞ is a cycleg:
Lemma 4.12. Suppose that L-C0-G0a|: Then F endows with the ‘‘p’’
ordering possesses a minimal element.
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Proof. Obviously, by Proposition 4.11, Fa|: For any sequence fpngCF
which is simply ordered, i.e., p1Xp2X?XpnX? :We shall prove that fpng
has a lower bound in F: Then the Lemma 4.12 is obtained by Zorn’s
Lemma.
It is easy to see that pn-p as n-þN: It sufﬁces to show that pAF: In
order to prove this, we deﬁne M ¼
T
kX1 ð
S
nXk OðpnÞÞ: Obviously, Ma|
and M is a totally invariant set. Observe that xAM if and only if there are
two sequences fnjg; fmjg of positive integers such that nj-þN and
Tmi ðpnj Þ-x as j-þN: Therefore, it is easy to prove that M is unordered
with respect to ‘‘5’’ and pAM :
Now we claim that pb0: Suppose that pA@C: Then M-@Ca|:
Let I JN such that pAM-HþI a|: Deﬁne A ¼ fyAG: there exists
zAM-HþI such that yXzg: It is easy to see that A is a positively in-
variant set of T1: Since pAM-HþI ; pnAA: Hence OðpnÞCA for all nX0:
Then
MCA: ð14Þ
On the other hand, given xAL-C0: Since, L%OðpnÞ for all nX0; there
are qnAOðpnÞ such that xpqn ðnX0Þ: By the compactness of G; we assume
that qn-q ðn-þNÞ without loss of generality, then xpq: Thus
qAM-C0: Suppose that qAA: Then there is some zAM-HþI such that
qXz: Since qb0; we have q > z; which implies that T1qbT1z; contradicting
the nonordering of M: Thus qAM\A; contradicting (14). We have proved the
claim.
Observe that MCaþðpÞ: Since pAM-C0; pAaþðpÞ; which implies that
aðpÞCMCaþðpÞ: Using the same method in the proof of Lemma 4.3, we
obtain that pAaðpÞ ¼ aþðpÞ ¼ M : Furthermore, for any yAM ¼ aðpÞ; since
aðpÞ%aðpnÞ; we can choose qnAaðpnÞ ¼ OðpnÞ such that qn k y: We assert that
aðpÞ ¼ MCC0: Suppose not, we assume that aðpÞ-HþI a| for some
|aI JN: We denote aðpÞ-HþI by Q: Deﬁne set Qþ ¼
fyAG: yXz for some zAQg: Obviously, Qþ is a nonempty, compact and
positively invariant set of T1: Given some zAQ; then, choose qnAOðpnÞ
such that qn k z: Then qnAQþ and OðpnÞ ¼ OðqnÞCQþ for any nX0: Hence
aðpÞ ¼ MCQþ; which implies that pAQþ: That is, there exists some zAQ
such that zpp: Note that pb0; we have zop; which implies that
T1z5T1p; but T1z; T1pAaðpÞ; a contradiction. We have proved the
assertion. Now we have proved that pAaðpÞCC0 and aðpÞ ¼ M ¼T
kX1 ð
S
nXk OðpnÞÞ: We can also examine the proof of Proposition 4.11 to
obtain that OðpnÞ is a linearly stable cycle of T1: Since T is strongly
competitive in C0; by Lemma 4.1 in [2], we conclude that aðpÞ contains a
cycle OðzÞ; where zAaðpÞ: Also by Lemma 4.2 and Proposition 4.3 in [2], we
have lim infn kn ¼ koþN; where kn is the period of OðpnÞ: That is to say,
there exists a subsequence fknjgCfkng such that limj knj ¼ k: Since knjAN;
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we obtain that knj  k for j sufﬁciently large. Noticing that pn k p; then p is a
k-periodic point and OðpÞ ¼ M is a k-cycle in C0:
It remains to prove that L%OðpÞ: Note that L%OðpnÞ: Then given any
yAL; there exist qnAOðpnÞ such that ypqn: Without loss of generality, we
assume that qn-qAM ¼ OðpÞ: Then ypq: Now given any qAOðpÞ; we
obtain qnAOðpnÞ such that qn-q: For each n; we ﬁnd some ynAL such that
ynpqn: By the compactness of L; we can obtain some yAL such that ypq:
Thus we have proved L%OðpÞ and completed the proof. &
Finally, we shall prove Theorem 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Given xAC0-G; L is the o- or a-limit set of x: We
have the two alternatives as the following:
(i) L-C0C@G;
(ii) L-C0-G0a|:
Suppose that (i) holds. Then this is the exact result stated in (a).
Suppose that (ii) holds. Then for any zAL-C0-G0; by Proposition 4.11,
there exists some positive periodic point pz such that L%OðpzÞ: DeﬁneF ¼
fpz: L%OðpzÞ and OðpzÞ is a cycleg: It follows from Lemma 4.12 that F
possesses a minimal element q in C0 satisfying L%OðqÞ and OðqÞ is a
cycle. Now we claim that L-C0CVðOðqÞÞ: Indeed, given any
zAL-C0-G0; by the proof of Proposition 4.11, we obtain that there exist
some cycle OðpzÞ and zk k z satisfying (13), i.e., aðzkÞ ¼ OðpzÞ for all kX0:
Note that L-C0!!OðqÞ; then z5q0AOðqÞ: Thus zk5q0 for k sufﬁciently
large. This implies that OðpzÞ ¼ aðzkÞ%aðq0Þ ¼ OðqÞ for k sufﬁciently large.
Hence, for q; there is some qzAOðpzÞ such that qzpq: By the minimal
property of q; we obtain that q ¼ qz: Hence, OðqÞ ¼ OðqzÞ ¼ OðpzÞ and
aðzkÞ ¼ OðqÞ for kX0: Then zAVðOðqÞÞ: By the arbitrariness of z; we have
L-C0CVðOðqÞÞ: Thus we have proved the claim and obtained case (b) of
Theorem 1.2. &
5. Applications
In this section, we will apply Theorem 1.1 to the periodic competitive
Kolmogorov system (1). We write jðt; s; x0Þ for the solution map of (1), that
is, jð; s; x0Þ is the unique solution of (1) satisfying xðsÞ ¼ x0: We will assume
without further mention that the domain of jðt; s; x0Þ includes ½s;þNÞ in
case x0AC:
It is convenient to deﬁne the fundamental object of study in this paper,
namely the Poincare´ map for system (1). Let
TðxÞ ¼ jð2p; 0; xÞ
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for xAC: It is known that T is a C2-diffeomorphism onto TðCÞ which is
orientation preserving. In order that the Poincare´ map T satisﬁes
hypotheses (H1)–(H6), Smith [6] made several assumptions (I)–(V) as
follows:
ðIÞ
@
@xj
ðxifiðt; xÞÞ ¼ xi
@fi
@xj
ðt; xÞp0
for 1piajpn; ðt; xÞAR C:
(II) f is periodic in t of normalized period 2p; i.e.,
f ðt þ 2p; xÞ ¼ f ðt; xÞ:
(III) For each ICN ¼ f1; 2;y; ng; Ia|; the matrix
@fi
@xj
ðt; xÞ
 
ði;jÞAII
is irreducible for each ðt; xÞAR ’H
þ
I ; where ’H
þ
I ¼ fxAC: xi >
0 for iAI and xj ¼ 0 for jeIg:
(IV) For each iAN; consider the ith one-dimensional subsystem
’xi ¼ xifiðt; ð0;y; xi;y; 0ÞÞ; ð1iÞ
there is a unique, nontrivial, 2p-periodic solution of ð1Þi which is hyperbolic
and every nontrivial solution of ð1Þi is attracted to this 2p-periodic solution.
(V) For each I ; |aICN; and for each 2pp-periodic solution, xðtÞ; of the
equations
’xi ¼ xifiðt; xÞ iAI ; xAHþI ¼ fxAC: xj ¼ 0 for jeIg
in ’H
þ
I ; p a positive integer, we have
Z 2pp
0
X
iAI
xiðtÞ
@fi
@xi
ðt; xðtÞÞ
" #
dtp0:
It is easy to see that hypotheses (V) is obviously satisﬁed (see [1]) if
ðVIÞ @fi@xiðt; xÞp0 for all ðt; xÞAR C and 1pipn:
Furthermore, we shall show in this paper that this restriction is sufﬁcient
to make hypothesis (H7) hold. Indeed, for any nonempty subset IDN and
any x; yA ’H
þ
I ; assuming that 0oTixoTiy for all iAI ; then, by Kamke’s
Theorem, 0ojiðt; xÞojiðt; yÞ for all tA½0; 2p and iAI : Fix any iAI ; let
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V ðtÞ ¼ jiðt;xÞjiðt;yÞ: An easy calculation shows that
’VðtÞ ¼V ðtÞ½ fiðt;jðt; xÞÞ  fiðt;jðt; yÞÞ
¼V ðtÞ
Xn
j¼1
Z 1
0
@fi
@xj
ðt; lðsÞÞ  ðjjðt; xÞ  jjðt; yÞÞ ds
¼V ðtÞ
X
jAI
Z 1
0
@fi
@xj
ðt; lðsÞÞ  ðjjðt; xÞ  jjðt; yÞÞ ds;
where lðsÞ ¼ sjðt; xÞ þ ð1 sÞjðt; yÞ for sA½0; 1: By hypothesis (VI), ’VðtÞX0
for all tA½0; 2p: Therefore, V ð2pÞXV ð0Þ; that is, Tix
Tiy
Xxi
yi
: By the arbitrariness
of iAI ; we have Tix
Tiy
Xxi
yi
for all iAI ; which is exactly hypothesis (H7).
Note that hypothesis (VI) is in fact the case for generic models of
competition in ecology. The inequality @fi=@xip0 expresses the usual
assumption in ecology that increasing a species’ density does not increase its
per capita growth rate. Indeed, it usually decreases due to crowding or other
effects. Therefore, hypothesis (H7) is generically satisﬁed by the Poincare´
map T generated by system (1). Now, by Theorem 1.1, we have the
following theorem, which generalizes the result in [3,12].
Theorem 5.1. Let T : C-C be the Poincare´ map generated by system (1).
Assume that hypotheses ðIÞ–ðIVÞ and ðVIÞ hold. Then we have the following
conclusions:
(a) S ¼ M:
(b) oðxÞCS ¼ M for every xAC\f0g:
(c) Given any unstable m-cycle OðpÞ in C; W uðOðpÞÞCS; where W uðOðpÞÞ
is the unstable manifold of OðpÞ in C:
Before ending this paper, we should remark that, in [11], the present
authors proved assumptions (I)–(V) (without assumption (VI)) are sufﬁcient
to solve Smith’s conjecture, i.e., S ¼ M; when the dimension n ¼ 2: For
n ¼ 3; under the same assumptions (without assumption (VI)), the authors
proved a weaker result that oðxÞCM for any xAC\f0g: An important open
problem is either to ﬁnd an example showing that the hypothesis (VI) is
necessary to Smith’s conjecture or prove that Smith’s conjecture, or a
weaker result that oðxÞCM for any xAC\f0g; is valid only under
assumptions (I)–(V) (without the assumption (VI)).
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